Area 441 Acres

A. Represents a Maple in place of a red oak down on the S.W. side the west fork of the mill run coming to Mark Horany.

B. Two pine in Tobin line comes to Smith.

C. A Spanish oak & two white oaks come to Smith.

D. Two white oaks in Conway line.

E. Two large white oaks coming to Conway.

F. A white oak in place of a red oak down on Conway mill run.

G. A red & two Spanish oak saplins on a ridge come to Conway.

H. A jacked staged red oak in place of a Blake last I once saw.

The West side the mill run comes to Shephard's in Conway line.

The above is a plan of 441 Acres of land surveyed for W. Thomas Davis in May 1803 lying in the county of Orange.
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